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General Secretary of the Communist Party of China Central Committee Xi Jinping (C) holds a paper-cut work and offers
Lunar New Year greetings to the Chinese people as he visits a community service center in Dianzicheng Subdistrict, Xi’an, the
capital of northwest China’s Shaanxi Province, Feb. 15, 2015. Xi made a tour in Shaanxi on Feb. 13-16, and extended festival
greetings to locals and people across the nation ahead of the Spring Festival, which falls on Feb. 19.

Xi’s New Year visit marks village
homecoming
General Secretary of the
Communist Party of China Central
Committee and Chinese President
Xi Jinping has made his first
visit to the city of Yan’an, the
famous revolutionary base in the
northwestern province of Shaanxi
since assuming leadership of the
Communist Party of China. The
visit, on Feb. 13, had enormous
symbolic resonance for the city
and, indeed, the whole country.
He then went to Liangjiahe
Village where he stayed for seven
years from 1969 to 1975 as one of
numerous urban youths sent down
to the countryside for political
reeducation.
Liangjiahe Village is where Xi
grew into adulthood and started
his political career. He joined the
CPC in 1974 and was appointed
the village’s Party chief. “He did
a good job, worked really hard.
He was creative and able to unite
the people and cadres.” recalled
Liang Yuming, a local man who
recommended Xi to join the Party.
“I came here in January 1969,

reminiscence: “As many of my
f undamental ideas and basic
features were formed in Yan’an,
I take it for granted that I am a
Yan’an native.”
During the annual political
sessions in 2008, when he was
already a member of the standing
committee of the political
bureau, he told delegates: “I have
dreamt of going back to Yan’an.
I have been longing for a proper
opportunity.”
In the TV interview, Xi recalled
his years in the village with deep
affection. He stayed in a cave
dwelling scooped from the loess
yellow-earth hillside for seven
years. “I felt like a square peg in
a round hole. When I first arrived
and saw my cave home on a
hillside with twinkling kerosene
lamps. I joked to my classmates,
‘Don’t you think we are like cave
men?’”
Xi cherishes his experience as
a zhiqing, or “educated youth”.
“Working in rural areas is a
milestone in a man’s life. The
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Xi Jinping (first row, center) takes a group photo with locals in Yan’an in 1975.

Xi Jinping talks with locals while visiting Liangjiahe Village, Wen’anyi Township
of Yanchuan County, Yan’an, northwest China’s Shaanxi Province, Feb. 13, 2015.

also a strong symbolic message
that he would never forget the
less well-off not just in Liangjiahe
Village, but those in every corner
of the country. Since the 18th
CPC National Congress, Xi has
made inspection tours to povertystricken areas across the country,
from the poor villages in the
northwestern province of Gansu
to those in central China’s Hunan
Province.
On Feb. 14, at Yang jialing
Village in northwestern Yan’an,
where the Seventh CPC National
Congress was held, Xi called
for further development of the
revolutionary spirit and good
work style, and reemphasized
the “Four Comprehensives”,
that is, comprehensively build a
moderately prosperous society,
comprehensively deepen reform,
comprehensively implement the
rule of law, and comprehensively
strengthen Party discipline. At a
1972: Xi Jinping returns from Shaanxi Province to visit his family in Beijing
during the time when he works as an educated youth in the countryside.

the first important step in my life.
I stayed for seven years, from
1969 to 1975. I eventually left
physically, but my heart remained
behind,” Xi said emotionally while
using a microphone to address the
villagers.
In a 2004 television interview
when he was the Party chief of
Zhejiang Province, he said in

experience will enable you to
better understand what ‘the people’
really means and how to respect
them, and to know what ‘down-toearth’ means and how to respect
facts.” he told village officials last
October while visiting the southern
province of Jiangxi.
Apart from the nostalgic side
of his revisit to Yan’an, there was

time when China’s far-reaching
a n t i-cor r u pt ion ca m paig n is
intensifying, Xi’s visit speaks
volumes.
Xi also visited Xi’an, capital
city of Shaanxi Province on Feb.
15. He visited the history museum
and walked along the ancient
city wall at night. He stressed the
protection of culture relics and the
importance of learning historical
lesso ns t o e n h a n ce n a t io n a l
confidence.
His kind of retrospective visit
to Shaanxi echoes the CPC’s
aspiration for seeking roots in old
revolutionary base areas and the
desire for national rejuvenation.
“I felt as if I was purified.
Thanks to the years in Liangjiahe,
I was able to gain some insight,
and I attributed my maturity and
success and my down-to-earth
style to that experience.” Xi said in
the 2004 interview that could well
apply to his return to Yan’an.
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China seeks common development along the
‘belt and road’

China will join hands with countries covered
by the Silk Road Economic Belt and the
21st Century Maritime Silk Road to build a
community of common interests, common
responsibilities and shared future, said Zhang
Gaoli, member of the Standing Committee
of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee, also Chinese vice premier, at a
recent conference on implementing the “belt
and road” initiatives on February 1.
China sketched out priorities for the “Belt
and Road” initiatives at the conference,
highlighting transport infrastructure building,
investment and trade facilitation, financial
cooperation and cultural exchange.
The “belt and road” initiatives were put
forward by Chinese President Xi Jinping during
his overseas visits in 2013. The Silk Road
Economic Belt is slated to be established along
the ancient Silk Road trade route that stretches
northwest from China’s coastal area through
Central Asia, the Middle East and on to Europe,
while the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road
will cover southern China and the states of
Southeast Asia.
The initiatives will be of great significance
to further opening up to the outside world
and promoting regional and world peace, said
Zhang.

and road” will go beyond China and its Asian
neighbors. As evidenced by the Venetian
merchant and traveler Marco Polo, who reached
China by the ancient Silk Road in the 13th
century, the initiatives will boost people-topeople exchanges and understanding between
East and West, Zhang said.
The initiatives have attracted wide attention
and positive responses from the international
community.
A Silk Road Fund designed to finance the
initiatives was activated on Feb. 16. The US$40billion fund will be used to seek investment
opportunities and provide monetary support for
projects selected through the initiatives.
The “belt and road” initiatives will have
a profound impact on China in the coming
decade and reshape Eurasia, said David
Gosset, a senior researcher of China Europe
International Business School. “The New
Silk Road will carry 65 percent of the world’s
population toward an unprecedented level
of cohesiveness and prosperity.”
Don’t miss:
James Peck, a U.S. historian at
● Chronology of
New York University, believed
China’s “Belt and Road”
that the Chinese initiatives are
Rather than seeking regional
initiatives
very different from the postdominance, the initiatives are
● The Silk Road
WWII Marshall Plan for Europe.
pacifist in nature. Instead of
Economic Belt
“Unlike t he Marshall Pla n
seeking to establish an enlarged
● The 21st Century
which was politically directed
military presence likely to
Maritime Silk
with a strong European context
complicate the regional security
Road
to undercut all sorts of political
situation, they are purely about
opposition groups in Europe and very
infrastructure, trade and economic
preoccupied with anti-communism, this does
cooperation, Zhang Gaoli stressed.
not have that sort of political flavor per se. It is
As a developing nation, China has been
much more about opening up relationships with
working hard to cope with the “new normal”
other cultures economically and politically,
of slower economic growth. Along the “belt
without demanding that they conform to
and road” lie many developing countries with a
Chinese standards and methods,” he said.
combined population of 4.4 billion and an annual
Dr. Fawziya Nasser Juma Al Farsi, a member
economic output of US$2.2 trillion. Given
of the board of the Oman-China Friendship
complementary industrial structures, the “belt
Association, said, “If we look at history –
and road” have strong growth potential, he said.
whether it be the land or sea Silk Road –
Cooperation has already promoted a rapid
and how different civilizations, societies
increase in trade volume between China and
and cultures interacted in terms of economy,
four Central Asian countries of Kazakhstan,
products, ideas, cultures, and education, we
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.
can see there are many benefits. Thus, we look
Mutual trade jumped to US$40.2 billion in
at this as an opportunity. And if there are any
2013, nearly 100 times that of 1992.
challenges, we can convert the challenges into
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road
opportunities.”
has also proved important for China and its
neighbors to the Southeast. Bilateral trade has
You may also be interested in:
increased to about US$100 billion in 2013, from
Int’l Seminar on the 21st-Century
US$35 billion in 2006.
Maritime Silk Road Initiative
More importantly, the benefits of the “belt

Senior CPC official Wang Jiarui visits
Sri Lanka and India

Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena and Wang Jiarui meet in Colombo on
Feb. 12, 2015.

Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena and Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremesinghe met with Wang Jiarui on Feb. 12 and both countries
pledged to strengthen bilateral cooperation.
President Sirisena said Sri Lanka appreciates the assistance that
China has offered in the past and the country will continue to strengthen
friendly cooperation with China in various sectors. The president added
that the Sri Lanka Freedom Party is willing to deepen friendly exchanges
with the CPC in a bid to promote the strategic partnership between the

two countries.
Prime Minister Wickremesinghe also said he hoped that exchanges
and cooperation between Sri Lanka’s United National Party and the CPC
would add more momentum to bilateral relations.
Wang said China highly values the development of friendly relations
with Sri Lanka. He added that China would like to further coordinate
development strategies and expand pragmatic cooperation with Sri Lanka,
and welcomed Sri Lanka’s participation in China’s 21st Century Maritime
Silk Road initiative.
Wang said the CPC is willing to strengthen exchanges with parties in
Sri Lanka so as to consolidate bilateral relations and friendship between
the two peoples.
During his visit to India on Feb. 14, Wang Jiarui met Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, who expressed his wish for stronger economic
and trade ties with China.
Modi said Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to India last September
was highly successful and that the friendship between the leaders of the
two countries is a driving force behind bilateral cooperation.
Stronger cooperation in the fields of economy and trade is conducive
for India and China to play a more important role in Asian and world
affairs, he said.
Modi said the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) of India is willing to
carry out more exchanges with the CPC, especially in the fields of local
governance, youth and women.
Wang said President Xi’s India visit last year has drawn a new blueprint
for China-India cooperation.
The year 2015 marks the 65th anniversary of the establishment of
diplomatic relations between China and India, and China is ready to build
a closer development partnership with India, to which the Communist
Party of China is willing to make its contribution, he said.
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College graduate makes a
difference in ‘AIDS village’
After graduating from the prestigious Tsinghua
University in 2008, Wei Huawei could have
taken a well-paid job and led a comfortable life
in a big city, but he chose to work in a remote
AIDS-stricken village as a village official
instead.
“I wanted to go to somewhere that others
refused to go to, because that’s where we were
badly needed,” he said.
Wenlou Village in central China’s Henan
Province had some 3,600 residents. About one
tenth of them were infected with AIDS. People
in nearby villages would rather make detours
than have any contact with them on the road.
When Wei first arrived in Wenlou, the
villagers were mistrustful of him. His first task
was to dine with them, because this was the
most direct way to show villagers that he was
one of them.
At his first meal with the Wenlou villagers,
Wei found that besides every dish, there was
a spare pair of chopsticks for everyone on the
table to take food into his or her own bowl
without contaminating the dish. Wei was deeply
touched by the arrangement. “When you see
how self-contained and sincere the villagers are,
you have nothing to fear,” he said.
After the meal, villagers knew Wei had no
discrimination against them. They began to see
him as their backbone and consult him about
every problem they encounter.
The reason that so many people in Wenlou
were infected with AIDS was that about 10
years ago, many villagers went to sell their
blood to illegal blood plasma-collecting stations
to make some money and got infected there.
However, contrary to what they expected, they
became even poorer after selling their blood.
After they got infected, they couldn’t do any
heavy farm work at home. When seeking
job opportunities outside, they were refused
everywhere due to the illness.
To help the villagers make a living, Wei
contacted all people he knew. However, they all
shied away when they learnt that the villagers
were AIDS patients. In 2010, Wei finally
managed to persuade a bulb manufacturer to
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Major events in February
Feb. 15: Party watchdog to target more
‘flies’
Keywords: corruption, flies, tigers

The Communist Party of China’s discipline
watchdog will target more corrupt low-level
officials in 2015, according to an article published
on its website.

Feb. 16: China to play constructive role
in Myanmar peace process
Key words: Myanmar, Kokang, China,
peace process,
Wei Huawei in a vegetable greenhouse in
Wenlou Village

hire some of the villagers, but the factory owner
changed his mind at the last minute.
The setbacks made Wei determined to help
villagers create job opportunities by themselves.
After discussion with his colleagues, Wei
decided to develop greenhouse vegetable
production. He arranged training courses for
villagers, took them to other places to see how
the modern agricultural industry operates and
invited experts to instruct them on their farms.
In July 2010, the first group of seven families
built their greenhouses, and each greenhouse
later brought them more than 50,000 yuan
(US$7,995).
After the greenhouse vegetable production
started to be successful, Wei began to try other
projects. In 2010, he discovered that melons
grow fast and sell well. He advised villagers to
use 30 mu (2 hectares) of their farms to grow
melons and found a company willing to buy
the melons at 45,000 yuan (US$7195.5). After
that, he set up a fungus farm and a feed mill,
creating nearly 90 job opportunities for the
villagers.
Today, Wenlou Village is tidy and beautiful.
There have been no new AIDS cases. For his
performance, Wei was elected secretary of the
village Party branch.
“All hardships are gifts from heaven. The
more difficult my work is, the more motivated
I am,” Wei said. “Money can’t buy me the
satisfaction of fulfilling my duty.”

China will never allow any organizations or
individual using Chinese territory to undermine
China-Myanmar relations as well as the stability of
the border areas.

Feb. 17: China’s FDI grows fastest in 4
years
Key words: FDI, foreign direct
investment

China’s foreign direct investment saw fastest
growth in nearly four years last month despite the
country’s economic slowdown at the start of this
year.

Feb. 25: China, S. Korea wrap up FTA
talks
Key words: FTA, South Korea

China’s Ministry of Commerce announced that
China and South Korea have concluded their free
trade agreement talks, which started in May 2012.

Feb. 26: Yang, Rice meet for Xi’s
September visit to US
Key words: China, US, Xi Jinping,
Obama, Yang Jiechi,

Chinese State Councilor Yang Jiechi and U.S.
National Security Adviser Susan Rice agreed that
the two sides will work closely and make full
preparations to ensure the success of Chinese
President Xi Jinping’s visit to the United States in
September.

CPC promotional video goes viral
An online video that illustrates the Communist Party of China (CPC) has
recently become an online hit.
The three minute video “The Communist Party of China Is with You
Along the Way” features bilingual subtitles and an English narration. It
drew 750,000 hits and over 10,000 comments just a few hours after it was
uploaded to popular Chinese video streaming website Youku.com.
“This is an ancient and youthful country. It is growing fast yet with
development disparities. It’s full of opportunities along with untold
challenges. But its 1.3 billion people all have their own dreams.” This
is how the beginning of the video depicts China, and it goes on to show
ordinary people sharing their dreams.
It also touches on problems facing the country. Images of smoking
chimneys, garbage disposal plants, traffic congestion, crowds, and
underdeveloped rural areas are shown to reflect the problems with
environmental pollution, population pressure, and developmental
disparities.
At the end, the video emphasizes that the dreams of the people are the
goals of the Party, and the 80 million Party members together with the
entire population are working for everyone’s dream.
It concludes: “On the road chasing our dreams, we walk side by side,
sharing weal and woe, transcending differences and shaping the future
together. The Communist Party of China is with you along the way.”
Zhang Taofu, dean of the Journalism Department of Fudan University,
analyzed the reasons for the video’s popularity. He noted that the video
focused on the audience’s needs, talked about ordinary people’s lives, and

conveyed all the information within only three minutes. “Its form and
contents are of high level,” he said.
The video was reportedly produced in 2013 by a studio named “On
the Road to Revival.” The animation “How Do They Become State
Leaders?”, the first to feature the Chinese leaders, was also credited to this
studio.
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